
March 2023 - Minutes 

The Junior Researcher Association  

Date: 1st of March 2023 

Time: 15.30-16.30 

Venue: 1431-015 and online  

Participants: Kasper Glerup Lauridsen, Anne Birkeholm Jensen, Cecilie Nørby 

Lyhne, Josefa Verdugo, Marcel Bühler, Juan Luis Garcia Rodriguez, Tina Wang 

Vedelø, Madalina Carter-Timofte and Miriam Rosas-Umbert, Anne Kindt Nielsen. 

 

1. Approval of minutes from the last meeting 

- Approved of the minutes 

2. Status on working groups 

- Events / Courses / Seminars (Cecilie)  

- An idea for an event: A workshop about project management, rising 

grants  

- taking contact to RSO -  

- making a conference  

- Vibeke wants to meet with the working group  

- Cecilie will coordinate and send an invite  

- Maybe one more event with Mate Lane  

 

- SoME group  

- Linkedin: set Linkedin up this week,  

- Beginning to plan post on  

- Emma will help to get access to the e-mail  

- Update the website  



- the minutes, the budget,  

- The SoMe should get access to the website  

- a clean-up at the website  

- It would be nice with a contact bottom to the e-mail  

- A better URL if it is possible  

 

- A new poster to post on campus  

- what do we want on the poster? 

- advertising about the events  

3. Status on Mentorship 

- Nothing new 

- Next step: set up meeting with the different faculties  

- Anne will try to write a draft about how to write to the faculties 

4. Opportunities for people outside of the board to get involved 

5. Individual and group pictures 

6. Annual wheel of events and courses 

- In process but we can’t do more right now.  

- Cecilie will have a meeting with Vibeke 

7. Financial situation and implications for junior researchers 

- The work that JRs are doing are changing - maybe JRs are going to 

teach more. 

- maybe JRA should react to this financial situation?  

 

8. Other 

- People from the board should send a picture to Jonathan to post on 

SoMe.  



- Next meeting: 5 April 2023: 15:30-16:30 

 
 
 


